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LETTER FROM THE MENAHEL:

Dear Parents,

This Shabbos we will read Parshas Vayigash. Chassidus explains that the tension between Yosef and
Yehuda represents the tension between learning and action. To be sure this tension represents a constant
challenge in our avodas Hashem. It is difficult to focus and grow in two areas simultaneously. Parents and
educators walk a fine line between highlighting academic achievement and success, while encouraging,
praising, and celebrating positive actions regardless of academics.
Haamaseh hu haikar action is the main thing. As parents, It is our Zechus to help our children apply the
values and teachings they learn at cheder into action. Living like a Yid is something that permeates every
part of our day from our openings words: modeh ani to our final statement of the day: Hamapil chevlei
sheinah every gesture should be influenced and guided by what our children learn and the values we imbue
to them.
Yehuda’s approach to Yosef is a quest to draw our learning, thoughts and feelings into the world of action.
A big thank you goes to all the mothers who helped out at the Hay Teves book fair yesterday! Thank you Mrs.
Devorah Klein for the weeks of preparation with organizing and coordinating the catalog and collecting the orders. Thank you Mrs. Chaya Gurkov for schlepping the sample books to and from the seforim store
to cheder. Thank you Mrs. Weingarten for all the work she does in leading the PTA all year and thank you to
Mrs. Michal Cohen, Mrs. Gaerman, Mrs. Litvak, Mrs. Lakein, and Mrs. Fraida Solomon for volunteering
at the book fair! The Book Fair was organized and the Sefarim well chosen and our Talmidim responded
beautifully. (see pictures inside).
We are happy to announce Sender Setton as the winner of the Hay Teves bookfair Raffle!
Thank you to the many Parents who send in pictures of their dear kinderlach presenting antique Tanyas. I
look forward to announcing the winners of the competition on Sunday IYH.

OUR CHILDREN’S VOICE

Wishing you a Good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan

Union Road will be closed Tuesday, December 14th, from 7am to 4pm due to
construction. Pleas note that their will be lots of traffic.
ffic.

A PEEK AT OUR WEEK
Our daily Chanukah activities were enjoyed by all in the second
grade. This week the boys returned rejuvenated. The WH - Question
Words were introduced. The H remains silent in What, Where, When,
etc. They asked many good questions to each other. We are continuing
to add up to three numbers. Dr. Schnitzel joined us on Thursday. He
showed us how to make a light bulb all by ourselves. All eyes were
pinned on him.
In the third grade classroom there have been lots of exciting things that
went on during the week of Chanukah. We began our poem unit with
Chanukah acrostic poems. We read two books about lakes and
compared and contrasted the two texts. The boys came up with so many
interesting conclusions about the stories. We were treated to an art
lesson where we learned the skills of how to draw a Chanukah scene.
The boys drew fabulous pictures. This week when we returned from our
vacation we practiced writing structured paragraphs by writing about all
the special things we did over Chanukah. We ended our week with an
interactive and informative Dr. Schnitzel science show.
The 4th grade has just started working on book reports.We are doing it
first as a class together and IYH followed by individual books and
reports. We are also learning about time and reviewing the skills of
reading an analog clock.

In grade five we are starting fractions. What a milestone!. They know
what a fraction means, and know how to find the GCF and the least
common multiple. They are also using their logic to figure out how to
reduce or enlarge fractions. They started a play last week and
completed it this week. As the suspense mounted, they practiced how to
read the dialogue to convey the tension. All in all, they are working
diligently and making progress in all areas. Wishing you much nachas.
Many thanks for your thoughtful Chanukah gift.
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Happy Birthday
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Ezeh Roth, Moshe Landa,

May you have a Shnas Hatzlochah!
Mazel Tov Yakov Tzvi Vogel, on his Bar Mitzvah!
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Sale
Regular Price

Hey Teves
Price

Yahadus Book one - fi e Specify which book #
(Limited Quantities. First come first serve)

$55

$18 USD
$18 USD
$18 USD
$18 USD
$18 USD
$18 USD
$40 USD

Der Rebbe Redt Tzu Kinder (set)

$90

$45 USD

Fellig Tehillim
Weiss Shabbos and Yom Tov Siddur
Weiss Weekday Siddur Purple
Weiss Pirkei Avos
Weiss ehillim
Weiss

y Par a

THIS MUST BE GIVEN IN TO

$36
$36
$36
$36
$36
$36

R
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Amount

DER BY

Students Name: __________________________________________ Grade: _____________
I______________________________ would like to order the above Seforim in honor of Hey
Teves.
I allow t e s
to charge my CC.
CC#_____________________________________________ Exp________/__________
Signature _______________________________ Phone # (_____)_________-________________

